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ABSTRACT 
Let A,,, 1 up < w, be the Marcinkiewcz Banach space. The elements of JY~ are equivalence 
classes of Bore1 measurable scalar-valued functions on the reals. Let F be an J,-valued function on 
a set A which is Bochner integrable with respect to a a-finite measure p over A. In Theorem I it is 
shown that there exists a function-valued function G on n such that for I( almost all 1, G(I) is a 
representative of F(1), and the function of t obtained by integrating, for each t, the scalar-valued 
function (G(.))(t) with respect to fl, is a representative of the Bochner integral of F. In Theorem II 
we find a large class of functions G for which the above holds. We thereby extend the work of 
Dunford and Schwartz on L, spaces to the Jp spaces. Some applications of these theorems in the 
study of infinitesimal generators and convolutions are indicated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let %? be a a-algebra over a set r, and let X be a vector space over F ( = IR or 
C) whose elements are g-Bore1 measurable F-valued functions on f. 
Suppose that this X is a Banach space and that F( -) is a Bochner integrable 
function on a measure space (A, 4~) to X. Then its Bochner integral 
is in X, and hence is itself a &bore1 measurable function on r to IF. The 
* AMS (MOS) subject classifications (1970). Primary 28A45, Secondary 46E30. 
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question naturally arises as to whether this function can be evaluated at a point 
YE r by simply integrating the If-valued function F(.)(y) on /i, i.e. whether 
In many important situations our vector space X is merely a complete semi- 
normed space and only the associated space ri, whose elements are equivalence 
classes f of functions fe X, is complete normed, i.e. Banach. For such Banach 
spaces (of equivalence classes) the corresponding question breaks into two 
questions: 
Question I. Given F(m) l Lyp(/l, 4~; J?), cf. Def. 1.2c), does there exist a 
function G( .) on II to X such that 
{ 
G(A) E p(‘cn) for p almost all A c/i, 
(1.1) G(. )( - ) is s!@ g/(F) measurable,’ 
f’ver, G(-)(Y)E&(~~P; IF), 
and 
(1.2) j,t GM - W4 E Lt ~WPW)? 
An affirmative answer to Question I then raises a second question. 
Question II. Given p( .) ~Ly~(/r, g,u; z), is there a nice condition (*) on 
functions G( .) satisfying (1.1) such that (1.1) together with (*) entails (1.2)? 
The aim of this paper is to answer these questions affirmatively, when 
(/i, a,@ is a a-finite nonnegative measure space and ri is the Marcinkiewcz 
Banach space -/;6(lR), 1 up < 00, cf. Def. 2.1, which has been the object of recent 
study [6] [7], cf. also [l]. In [4, p. 198, Thm. 171 Dunford and Schwartz have 
shown that when (/i, J&P) and (r, 9 v) are both finite or a-finite nonnegative 
measure spaces, and X=L,(T, %‘, v; IF), 1 sps 00, there exists a function G(e) 
on /i to X such that (1.1) and (1.2) hold; moreover if Go(.) is any function on /i 
to X satisfying (1. l), then (1.2) holds for Go. We shall use their result and some 
of their techniques to obtain first an analogous result, Theorem 4.2, for a 
Banach space 5$(R) closely related to J$l?). Then by use of the theory of 
continuous selections due to E. Michael [9], we will prove two main theorems 
for ,/I/(R). To state these theorems we must specify our terminology: 
1.2 DEFINITIONS. Let d be a o-algebra over a set /1 and p be a countably 
additive measure on d to [0, 001. Let Y be a Banach space over IF. 
a) We say that a function F(q) on A to Y is bafl measurable iff F(m) E 
E M(s$ g,‘K( Y)),z where g,x( Y) is the a-algebra generated by the family Jv of all 
open balls in Y. 
b) L,(/i, ,cP, ,u; Y) will denote the set of all functions F(a) E M(d Sf.,+ (Y)) for 
which j/I ) F(A) 1 p(d) < + 00. 
* For arbitrary u-algebras S’ and 9, ~48 Ddenotes the u-algebra generated by their product. For an 
arbitrary topological space Y, 9f( Y) denotes the o-algebra of all Bore1 sets in Y. 
2 For u-algebras I,, 4 of subsets off ,, r2 respectively, M( 9,, 4) denotes the set of all measurable 
functions on (r,, 9,) to (T2, g2). 
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c) Lyp(/i, &,p; Y) will denote the set of all functions in Li(11, &,p; Y) which 
have separable range. A function F’(e) on II to Y is said to be Bochner integrable 
w.r.t. p iff F(-)E~5~~(/l,s8,p; Y). 
Obviously we have 
(1.3) fl*)EM4J%(Y))* VYE r, IW)-Yl Ew4 -ww. 
Also, cf. [9, p. 97, Thm. 131, 
(I .4) 
[ 
when the range of F( -) is separable 
F(~)EM(~ @J(Y))@F(.)EA4(.4 H(Y)). 
In the following theorem we affirmatively answer Question I for k&R), 
llp<oo. 
1.5 THEOREM I. Let (A, &,p) be a o-finite nonnegative measure space, and 
E(.)ELQeP(A,&4I; -/;/,(lR)), l<p< 03. Then there exists a function G( .) on A to 
M,,(R), cf. Def. 2. lc), satisfying the following conditions: 
G(II) E &I) for p almost all A E A, 
a) G(-)( -)~kZ(.d@ %7(R), M(F)), 
& Vt, I?, G(.)(t)EL1(A,..+; IF). 
b) L W)( - MW E Sn ~WW) 
where the last integral is Bochner in the Banach space J$,(IR). 
cl my 
( 
& -rT Ic()(t)lpdt)l’p~L,(A,~~; W. 
The following theorem provides an affirmative answer to Question II for 
dz$R), 1 <p< 00. 
1.6 THEOREM II. Let A, dp,p,fl be as in Theorem I. Let G(e) be any 
function on < to k$(lR) such that 
! 
G(A) E &I) for p almost all A E A, 
(9 G(.)( -)~ik’(.d@ :$1(R), H(F)), 
vtc R G(.)WELl(A,.d,pu; U, 
and such that for some TO > 0, 
(ii) 
;:ro 
IG(.)(t)IJ’dt 
> 
‘@EL,(A,.@; IR). 
Then 
5~ GM - Md~) E LI ~WrNW 
where the last integral is Bochner in the Banach space -1;6( IR). 
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2. THE BANACH SPACES Y’IR) AND w$,(W) 
Let 1 sp < 00. For each BE 3’@?) let L,(B) be the space of Bore1 measurable 
functions h on B to [F for which ) h IP 7 (jB 1 h(s) IPds)r’p c 00. Let Lzp”(lR) be the 
vector space of all Bore1 measurable functions f on I? to lF such that xs( - v( .) E 
E&((R) for all bounded Bore1 sets B in IR. 
2.1 DEFINITIONS. Let 1 sp<oo, BE g/(R) andfeLp(R). 
a) For all h E L,,(B) 
hT{g:g+,(B) & /g-h/,=0} 
and 
ip(B),{h:h~Lp(B)}. 
b) For each T>O 
and 
~pm~~g:~~gw 6% II&-}. 
d) For all f E A$,( IR) 
f,kmfpw l18-.fll,=O) 
and 
J$( R) given the norm 11. lip is called the p-th Marcinkiewcz space. 
2.2. DEFINITIONS. Let 1 sp< 00. 
a) For all fe Lp( IR), 
and 
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Note that 
(2.3) 
[ 
S,,<W EM,W), and 
/f[s,=O ifff(.)=O a.e. Leb. iff (&=O, 
but I[& = 0 for all frz L&R). The last fact shows that equivalence classes f in 
A$,( IF?) are quite large and a careful distinction must be made between functions 
fin Mp( R) and equivalence classes j in &,( I?). 
The following theorem is known. The part for A”(@ is due to Marcinkiewcz 
[8] and independently Bohr and Folner [3]. The part for $,(lR) is due to K. Lau 
[7, Prop. 2.2(i)]. 
2.4 THEOREM. For 1 up < 00, $,(I!?) and A”(m) are Banach spaces under 
norms ) + I sP and II - I&, respectively. 
The Banach spaces $(I?) and &,(I!?) are closely related, as shown in the 
following result due to K. Lau, for the proof of which we refer the reader to 
Lau and Lee [7, Prop. 2.2(ii)]. 
2.5 PROPOSITION. Let 1 up< 00. Then 
a) the correspondence J defined for all f E S,(R) by Jcf> ,j: is a linear 
contraction on Y,<ll?) onto .kP(lR). 
b) For all f E SP( IR), YE Jcf>. 
c) For alIfe A”( IR), 
llYllp= inf (I~I.s,:E?~J-‘(I.?I)J. 
d) The quotient space 5$l?)/J-1({~}) is isometrically isomorphic to -/;6( IR). 
2.6 TRIVIALITY. LetfcLF(lR)and@(T)T lf(p,Tforall T>O. Then 
a) @(a) is a continuous function on (0,oo) to [0, a). 
b) IfIs,= ;$ Iflm3 
+ 
c) llfllp= fin 1 ;t; If I& 
0 + TEQ?+ 
PROOF. a) Let To >O. Set 
W-7 z jr If0 P’ds, b’T>O. 
Since Leb {[ - T, T]d[ - To, To]} -+O as T+ To, A denoting the symmetric 
difference, 
IN-I-vv(To)I 5 5 [-r, Tld[- T, Tool If(s) Ws+O as T+ &I. 
3 Q + denotes the set of positive rational numbers. 
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Therefore v/(w) is continuous at TO and hence #(T) = ((1/2T)~(T))iQ is 
continuous at TO. 
b) and c) follow from a) and Def. 2.2a) and 2.1~). 0 
3.PRODUCTMEASURABLEREPRESENTATIVES 
Throughout this section we make the following: 
3.1 ASSUMPTION. I is a o-algebra of subsets of a set A and n is a o-finite 
nonnegative measure on d 
Leb( .) will denote Lebesgue measure on S%(R), and (p x Leb)( a) will denote 
the product of P and Leb on the product a-algebra d@ SY(lR). The following 
result, cf. Halmos [5, p. 141, 1471, will be used in the proofs of our main 
theorems. 
3.2 TRIVIALITY. Let P E JX?@ H( IR). For each A0 E A and to E R let 
PA0 7 {t E m : (A,, t) E P}, 
P’O~{LEA:(A,t&P}. 
Then a) for all A E A, PA E SH(lR) and for all t E iR, Pt E R 
b) The following are equivalent: 
1) (1 x Leb)(P) = 0. 
2) There exists an NE d such that u(N) =0, and Leb(PJ =0 for all 
AEA\N. 
3) There exists an E E @l(R) such that Leb(E) = 0, and p(P’) = 0 for all 
tts R\E. 
3.3 DEFINITION. Let X be a space with seminorm 1. Ix, such that 
x!z~(~loR), W)). 
Let X be the normed space of all equivalence classes f of functions f E X, where 
f? {g:gEx& Is-f lx=01 
and let 6’( .) be any function on A to X. We say that a function G( .) on A to X is 
a representative of es), iff G(A) E @‘(A) for all I E A. 
It follows easily from Triv. 3.2a) that 
(3.4) G(-)( -) E&Z’@ H(R), H(Q)* ME R, G(e)(t)~M(d, Sl(lR)). 
By use of (3.4), it can be easily shown that for the spaces X= LJIR), Iri= .$(lR), 
and d= A”(lR) a function p(e) EM(&, gJ(X)) can have representatives G( .) 
which are not product measurable. 
The following useful lemma asserts that the measurability of the function 
F(.)( -) on A x IR entails the ball measurability of the function fi.) on A. 
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3.5 LEMMA. Let X= LP( IT?) or S,(R) or M,,(lR), 1 up c 03. Then under the 
assumption 3.1, 
F(.)EX’ & F(.)(-)~M(d@@‘l(lT?), S?~([F))&(.)EM(~ &(Ji)). 
PROOF. Let F(.)EX” and F(.)(-)~M(d@%‘l(lR), S?/(F)). 
CaseI. LetX=L,(m).LetgELp(m)anddefineG(.)on/1toXbyG(.)(-)~ 
7 g( - ). Then obviously G( . )( - ) on /i x II? to IF is in M(&@ ?8f( IR), S?/(F)) and 
(1) IF(9(-)-g(-)lp= IF(.)(-)-G(.)(-)tP~M(dO~f(~),~f(~). 
Also for each A E .4, since F(A) and g are in L,( IR), 
(2) SIR I F(4W -g(t) Wf E R. 
By (l), (2), and Tonelli’s Theorem [4, p. 194, Thm. 141, 
(3) IFChI;=j, IF(.)(t)-g(t)lPdtEM(~ WW. 
Hence IF(.) -gl,~M(.d .@(lR)) and by (1.3) p(a) is ball measurable. 
Next assume that F(a) is Ly(lR)-valued and let T>O. Then 
~AEA ~[-T,T](-)F(~)(-)EL~(~R) 
and 
xr-r,TI(-)F(.)(-)~M(~~~f(IR), WW. 
It follows from Case I (cf. (3) et seq.) that for each g E Lp(ll?), 
(4) IF(.)-gIp,~=(2T)-1’PI~I-T,~F(.)-~I-T,~gIp~~(~ NW. 
Case II Let X=S,(lR). Then by Triv. 2.6b) and (4) for gES,(R) 
IFChls,= r”~“,p IF(+&,wW4 ~4W. 
+ 
Therefore by (1.3) F( -) is ball measurable. 
Case III. Let X=M#?). Then by Triv. 2.6~) and (4) for each gEMJiR), 
llF(+-glI,= 2; { 
0 + 
pi IF(+&,.WG4 WW- 
0 
TEQ+ 
Therefore by (1.3) p( -) is ball measurable. 0 
The next proposition is useful in applications of Theorem II. 
3.6 PROPOSITION. Let I and p be as in 3.1, 1 up < 00, and F( .) be a function 
on A to M,(lR) such that 
(0 fl~)(--)~we3~4~), WN, 
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(ii) the range ofF( a) is a separable subset of &( IR), and 
(iii) sup )F(.)l,r~Li(/I,&,p; iR)forsome To>O. 
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Then 
a) F(a) E LTp(A, 4 cc; J$( IR)). 
b) F(.)(t) E L1(A, 4~; F) for almost all (Leb.) t E IR. 
c) Letting 
B~{t:tEIR&F(.)(t)ELl(/i,4~; F)} 
and 
W)(t) =j x&YW(O, A E 4 t E R 
the function G( .) on A to M,(iR) satisfies 1.6(i), (ii). 
PROOF. a) By Lemma 3.5, p( .) is a ball measurable &(lR)-valued function. 
By hypothesis the range of p(e) is separable. Obviously from the hypothesis 
((F(.)&EL~(A,~,u; IR). Therefore~(~)EL~p(A,4fl; .k”(lR)). 
b) Let n 2 TO. Then by (i) and Tonelli’s Theorem, by Holder’s Inequality, 
and by (iii), respectively, 
n 
lF(i)(t)lpdr)l’p(~ j 
n dtr-“‘p(d,l) 
5 SA { sup IQ4 I,,, d,dW < + 03. 
T+ To 
Hence F(-)(t) E L,(A, 4~; IF) for almost all t E [ - n, n], i.e. the Bore1 set 
E,,={t: -nltln& jA IF(A)(t)Ip(d3c)=oo} 
is Lebesgue negligible. Let E 7 UY Q) E,. Then E is Lebesgue negligible and 
Vte iR\E, F(.)(t)EL1(A,4p; F). 
c) Let G(.)(-)~x~(-)F(.)(-). Then 
VA EA, G(1)( -) =&I)( -) a.e. Leb., 
G( - )( - ) E M( d@ c@l( iR), H( IF)), 
& I’tE if?, G(.)(t)EL,(A,4p; IF). 
Thus the function G( .) on A to M,(lR) satisfies 1.6(i), and by (iii) also satisfies 
1.6(ii). 0 
4. QUESTIONS I AND II IN YJIR) 
Questions I and II will now be answered affirmatively for functions 
Our proof depends on transforming this problem to one in i,(B), cf. Def. 
2.la), where B is a bounded Bore1 set in R. The proof requires the following 
triviality. 
4.1 TRIVIALITY. Let B be a bounded Bore1 subset of IR and 1 up c CU. Then 
a) for all f E SP( E?), RstrB f E LP(B);4 
b) defining RB on 5$(lR) to L,(B) by 
W.!? 7 {Rstr~.ft~)~- ~fE$,(W, 
we have that RB is a continuous linear operator on Yr( F?) to L,(B) with operator 
norm 
(Rsl 1[2 sup { ItI : &B}]“r. 
PROOF. a) follows directly from Def. 2.2a). 
b) Obviously RB is linear. By (2.3) RB is single valued. Since B is bounded, 
we have BC [ - To, To], for some T,>O. Thus by (2.3) for allfE sP,(lR), 
l&d’) Ip =&I If(t) IPd01’P32T0)1’PIf lp,~,,~(2To)“p I.&, 
where f cf Hence I Rs I I (2T0)‘@. 0 
The following theorem is the analogue for Y@?) of the combined Theorems I 
and II, and will be needed for their proofs. 
4.2 THEOREM. Let (A, &,p) be a o-finite measure space and 
P(.)ELyv(A,&f; $(lR)), l~pcoo. 
Then 
a) there exists a function G( .) on A to S,,(lR) such that 
i 
ii!) 
G(.)( - 1 eMa NW, ~W)), 
G(1) E F(A) for p almost all A E A, 
(iii) Vte R, G(.)(t)ELl(A,.gp; IF), 
and 
(iv) LI GM - M-W E !,I ~UMd4 
where the last integral is Bochner in $( iR). 
b) If GO( .) ti any function on A to S,,(ll?) such that a) (i)-(iii) hold for G,, 
thenGo(.)(-)=G(.)(-)a.e.pxLebonAxlRand 
LI Go(4( - Md4 E IA ~‘4,&4. 
PROOF. a) LetnEZandB,,T(n,n+l]. ByTriv.4.1, 
(RB, 0 &)EL?~U, 4~; ~$,(Bn)h 
4 Iff(-) is a function on a set A and B C A, then Rstr&.) denotes the restriction ofA.) to B. 
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and by [4, p. 113, Thm. 19(c)], 
(1) RB,UA mPw)l= Sn RB”m’cn>w4 
where the first integral is in Y&R) and the second in i,(B,,). By [4, p. 198, Thm. 
171 for each n E M, there exists a function h, and a set N,, such that 
(2) hI(*, - ) e M@Q M&), wm 
(3) N,, E z? is p negligible, 
(4) VA E A \N,,, h0, - 1 E RB,{~WL 
(5) VtEB,, M-,OE~*(A4K 0, 
and 
(6) Ll MA - w4 E Ll RB”mmw. 
Now let E’(a) be any representative of p(a). Then since for each A E A \N,,, 
Rstr~ F(L)( - ) E RB {F(A)}, it follows by (4) that there exists a Lebesgue 
negliiible Bore1 sublet Ek of B, such that 
(7) V&B,\E;, h,(l,t)=F(A)(t). 
Let f( - ) be a representative of jA &Q&A). Then 
RStrB,fc-)ERe,%i ~@)P(d~))=h R,{~@))Pu(d~), 
and comparison with (6) shows that there exists a Lebesgue negligible Bore1 
subset E,, of B, such that 
(8) Vt E &\En, j,~ W, OCcW =.fW. 
Define 
(9) G@)W$ i xB,(t)h(&th AEA, tE R. 
--P) 
For each n, Sfl(B,) c @(lR); therefore 
S@ 9H(Bn) = a-ring (,Dpx H(B,)) c a-ring (dx .H(lR)) = SZ?@ H(iR).’ 
Now for each BE H(F), 
{(A,t):G(l)(t)cB} = Q ~,'(B)E~@LW??); 
hence by (2) G(.)( -) EM(s@ H(R), H(Q). Let 
N: CJN,,E: OE,, -m -co and VAEA\N,E~T OEt. -m 
5 If 5~ 2r then u-ring (9) denotes the smallest o-ring containing K 
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Then N is p negligible, and E and E” are Lebesgue negligible. By (9) and (7) for 
each A EA\N, and for all te lR\Ek, 
W)(t) = iii ~LI,WW)W =fl4(0, --m 
and thus for all A EA\N, G(A) E&A). 
Now let to E IR. Then to E BnO for some no, and therefore by (9) and (5) 
G(-No) = b+,C, to) ELIW, 4~; 0. 
Finally let to E lR\E. Then to E BnO\E,+, for some no and by (8) 
LI W)(to),&W = S/I h,,,(5 toW4 =f(to). 
Since E is Lebesgue negligible, it follows that 
LI GM - Md4 E SA ~@M-W. 
b) Let Go( .) be a function on A to SJIR) such that a) (i)-(iii) (with Go 
replacing G) hold. Let No be a ,u negligible set such that Go(A) EF(A) for all 
Ae/I\No. Then by (a) and (2.3) for each AEA\(NUN~), Go(A)(-)=G(IZ)(-) 
a.e. Leb. Hence by Triv. 3.2b) 
(P x Leb){(k 0 : GO(W) + GGW} = 0, 
and there exists a Lebesgue negligible Bore1 set E. such that for each t E lR\E,, 
G,(+)(t) = G(.)(t) a.e. p. Hence for each te lR\E,, 
!A GoWWW) = S/I GMtMW). 
Therefore by (2.3) and (iv) of part a), 
LI GoW( - Md4 E S,I ~UMW. 0 
5.PROOFSFORTHEOREMSIANDII 
We proceed to deduce Theorems I and II from Theorem 4.2. Starting with 
the linear contraction J on $,(lR) onto J$,(IR) defined in 2.5, we first appeal to 
the following theorem on continuous selections due to E. Michael [lo, p. 375, 
Prop. 7.21. 
5.1 THEOREM. Let X and Y be Banach spaces over IF and J be a continuous 
linear operator on X onto Y. Then for each a> 1, there exists a continuous (in 
general non-linear) function S, on Y into X such that for ally E Y, 
a) &O) E J- ‘({ul> 
b) IS,CV)IxIainf{lxlx:xEJ-‘({Y})} 
cl S,(ay) = aS&.v) Va E IF. 
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From Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 5.1 we at once get the following lemma: 
5.2 LEMMA. Let 1 sp < 00, J be as in 2.5, and a> 1. Then there exists a 
continuous function S, on A”( If?) into L$,( II?) such that for all jc A$,( IR), 
a) 4d.f) dand J&C.?>> =.f 
W IsU~N~,~~llPll~ 
4 S,(af) = a&(j) Va E IF. 
With the aid of the S, (with a= 2) just obtained, we shall now deduce 
Theorem I from Theorem 4.2. 
5.3 PROOF OF THEOREM I. By Lemma 5.2 there exists a continuous function 
S, on <JR) to $(IR) such that S&) Efand IS&‘) Js,s2[&, for alIfE A#). 
Since F( .) E Lyp(A, &,p; &,(lR)), it follows that the range of p(m) is separable 
and p(s) EM(~, g1(J”(lR))), cf. (1.4). Thus, S, being continuous, the range of 
(S, 0 E)( -) is separable in $(lR) and (S, 0 E)( .) E M(&, @Y$( IR))). Hence by 
(1.4) (S, 0 E)(.)EM(& ~,($(lR))). Also I(& 0 &(.)ls,~211~(-)ll, so that 
(1) (S, O E)(*) ELsePQt J4p; qw. 
It follows from Theorem 4.2 that there exists a function G( -) on /1 to S,(lR) such 
that 
{ 
G(A) E (S, 0 E)(n) c 8’(A) for p almost all L ~/1, cf. 5.2a), 
(2) G(.)(-)EM(~O~~(IR),~~([F)), 
b’te R G(.)WELI(A4p; 0, 
and 
(3) 5~ GM - MW) E b G2 o ~)(MdO 
Since, cf. (2.3), for all A o/i, G(A)EMJIR), by (2) we have established the 
conditions 1.5a). 
Let J be ,defined as in Prop. 2.5. Then by 2.5b), 
(4) S/I G2 o ~)(Md4 c J{ j,, C32 o ~)(Md4). 
By [4, p. 113, Thm. 19(c)] and Lemma 5.2a) 
(5) J{j,, 692 0 ~)@MW} = S/I (J 0 S2 0 ~)(W&W = 5~ @MW. 
Combining (3), (4), and (5) we have that 
j/1 G@)( - M-W E 5~ @)/W), 
i.e. we have 1.5b). 
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Finally, it follows from (2), Def. 2.2a), and (1) that 
i.e. 1.5~) holds. 0 
The following result is needed for the proof of Theorem II. Its proof consists 
of an easy application of Fatou’s Lemma to an appropriate sequence (7”);” 
tending to + 00. 
5.4 TRIVIALITY. Let {t&: T>O} Skf(d Bf(R)) besuch thatOIV/T(.)sV/(.), 
ax. p, where y(s) E L1(A, d,:~(; I?) and 
iii-ii V/T( -) EM(d Lw?)). 
7-m 
Then 
5.5 PROOF OF THEOREM II. Since ~(-)EL~*(A,J$,,u; A”(Q), by Theorem I 
there exists an H(a) on A to M,(lR) satisfying the following conditions: 
1 
H(A) E E(A) for p a.a. A E A, 
(1) f4*)(-)EwJa@m), FUN, 
WE R fe*)WE:L1(44PU; 0 
(2) 
and 
(3) 
If&) ISp~W’ 4I.G 0, 
ii= j,, p(A),u(dl) where h(t) 7 jA H(A)(t)p(dA). 
By hypothesis, G(e) is a function on A to M&R) satisfying condition (1) (with G 
replacing H) and 
(4) sup (G(-)Ip,T~Ll(A,d,p; IR) for some T,>O. 
Tr To 
Obviously jH(.)-G(*)l(,=O, a.e. ,u. It follows from (2) and (4) that for all 
T> To 
(5) (H(+-G(~)(p,,~ SUP IW)lp,~+ SUP IW)I.T~L~&~P; W. 
T>O Ta To 
Define 
g(t) 7 L, G(4(WkW, t E m. 
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Now by the generalized Minkowski inequality, cf. [4, p. 530, Ex. 11.131, we 
have for each T>O that 
s LI I fW - W) I p, TPW. 
Also by Lemma 3.5, H-GEM(~ gJ(-k/,(lR))), and so by (1.3) 
lim )H(-)-G(-)lp,Ty r-rm II W-) - G(a) Ilp EM& WW. 
Thus by (6), (5), and Triviality 5.4, 
II h - g II p 5 Em j,, I fW) - G(4 I A rN4 
5 j,, { lim 1 H(1) - G(A) Ip, T}p(dA) =0. r-m 
Therefore by (3) 
g = K= j/j lQ)p(d). cl 
6. SOME APPLICATIONS 
We shall briefly indicate some uses of Theorem II. Consider the group 
{ V, : s E R} defined by 
YdA 7 cfc- +9)“9 f~$m. 
To show that its infinitesimal generator is differentiation, we must evaluate 
integrals such as 
i VS(&cZs and $ V,(&Vs, 
(I 
for which Theorem II is useful. 
For the next application we first note that Theorem II holds for real and 
complex measures. Now in [ 1, p. 191 Bertrandias defined the convolution of an 
fin -/Ib( R) with a (bounded) complex measure v on 9?1( lR) by 
by first showing that the limit in J&R) exists. Moreover, he showed that when 
PC.,(J) is continuous on iT?, 
where the integral is Bochner in y/;6(lR), cf. [l, p. 211. This result emerges as a 
corollary of our Prop. 3.6, and Theorem II extended to complex measures. 
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